OUR TOP 4 CONTACTLESS DEVICES

*All prices taken from parishbuying.org.uk June 2022

---

**DEVICE NAME:** SumUp Air  
**COST:** £14.99 (or £19.99 with cradle)  
**BEST USED FOR:** Collecting fees and payments  
**PROS:** Low cost, small and portable, good battery life, works with WIFI or 3G/4G  
**CONS:** Cannot be secured, no presence for encouraging generosity, requires a linked smartphone or tablet

---

**DEVICE NAME:** SumUp Solo  
**COST:** £59 until end of August 2022  
**BEST USED FOR:** Collecting fees and payments  
**PROS:** Small and portable, good battery life, works without a smartphone or tablet with WIFI or 3G/4G (unlimited data included), touchscreen, comes with charging station  
**CONS:** Cannot be secured, no presence for encouraging generosity

---

**DEVICE NAME:** CollecTin  
**COST:** £292.80  
**BEST USED FOR:** Encouraging generous giving  
**PROS:** User friendly touchscreen, allows you to pre-set gift amounts, works with WIFI or 3G/4G, portable, can be secured when needed, includes Gift Aid option  
**CONS:** Extra charge of £50.40pa for data SIM

---

**DEVICE NAME:** Payaz  
**COST:** £454.80  
**BEST USED FOR:** Encouraging generous giving  
**PROS:** User friendly touchscreen, allows you to pre-set gift amounts, works with WIFI or 3G/4G, can be secured, includes Gift Aid option  
**CONS:** Not portable, extra charge of £3.50pm for data SIM